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The Mosaic Special Situations Fund’s unit price fell 0.4% in November, less than the 3.4% decline for the S&P/ASX All Ordinaries
Accumulation Index. The relative outperformance for the month was driven by a significant increase in the share price of Photon
Group and the Fund’s large holding in Oceania Capital Partners (OCP), which offset a 21% fall in Infigen Energy and a number of
lesser falls across the Portfolio.
•

Major shareholders in Oceania Capital Partners (OCP) have reached
agreement on a deal that will allow OCP to remain listed and buy back
the shares of those investors looking for an exit. The company’s updated
proposal includes an increased buyback offer of $2.45 per share
(including a $0.30 capital return to all shareholders) and an additional
$36.7m of cash available for the buyback, meaning that more shares can
be acquired by the company.
The new offer is undoubtedly more attractive for those who wish to
tender their shares, but may also benefit major shareholder HCI and any
other shareholders intending to remain. The offer is still a 9% discount to
the company’s net tangible assets and the potential for accretion grows
with the scale of the buy back. Depending on the number of
shareholders accepting the offer, the post buyback NTA could be in
excess of $3 per share. With the backing of major institutional
shareholders, though, the buy back is likely to proceed, which in the
Manager’s view is a sensible result for all shareholders involved, and
these developments pushed the stock up 4.5% for the month.

•

Photon Group (PGA) announced the much rumoured sale of its Field
Marketing Group to private equity group Navis Capital. The $146.5m
price tag was seven times the division’s operating earnings in the
previous 12 months; an excellent multiple in any case but even better
given the trading update suggests it hadn’t been performing as well this
financial year.
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NOTE: Due to the high concentration of Oceania Capital Partners Limited
(OCP) in this Fund, any purchase of new units in the Fund is effectively
equivalent to investing circa 31.7% of your funds in OCP as at 30
November 2011. Please be mindful of this when considering a new
investment into the Mosaic Special Situations Fund or purchasing
additional units in the Fund.

Photon has now received the cash, repaid all of its debt and has
$21.5m surplus to operating requirements – more than enough to meet
its $15m of remaining obligations from previous acquisitions. This
business still has problems, including falling revenue in the remaining businesses and a cost base too large for its current size. But
the management team now has the financial flexibility to focus their attention on these issues, instead of worrying about the
banks. The share price was up 58% in November but in the Manager’s view still doesn’t reflect the underlying value in this
business.
•

UXC held its AGM in Melbourne where the CEO’s presentation didn’t impress the market or the Manager. While short on specific
details, Cris Nicolli said the business is ‘positioned for future synergies’ but that ‘the first half is challenging’ and that he is
confident of a ‘much improved second half’. All of this suggests the first half is going to be disappointing and that shareholders will
again be asked to patiently wait for the benefits of UXC’s restructure. The share price fell 13.4% for the month which the Manager
believes reflects the painfully slow progress being made.

Important Information: This report is provided for investors in the Funds. While all care has been taken in the preparation of this report (using sources believed to be reliable and accurate),
Mosaic Portfolio Advisers Limited, its officers, employees, agents and associated entities accept no responsibility for and will not be liable in respect of any loss or damage suffered by any
person in connection with this other than under law which cannot be excluded. You should seek your own financial and taxation advice before dealing with your investment. This report has
been prepared without taking into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Before investing, or retaining an investment, in any of the Funds you should read
the relevant PDS and consider whether the Fund is appropriate having regard to those matters. A copy of the PDS is available at www.mosaicpa.com.au. Remember, past performance should
not be taken as in indication of future performance.

